
Sketchbook Practice and Reflective Prompts: 

Here are some ideas and prompts for your journaling practice over 

the next week or so. Feel free to play around with these ideas.  

Do as much or as little as you feel like and have fun! 

 

 

 

Express yourself with Colour 

Play in your sketchbook with more colour.  You might like to repeat the first colour 

exercises with some different colours.   

Another variation on the three colour harmony exercise is to also add white black 

and grey.  Choose a mix of one of your original colours plus the harmony mix.  I 

used orange as one of my colours so I might do a 50% orange harmony colour mix 

and then do a rows of squares adding white, black and grey. The variations are 

many! 

There is a limited palette called the Zorn palette which is interesting to explore. The 

colours are cadmium red deep, yellow ochre, black and white. You might like to 

make a paintings using these colours.  

Continue to develop the paintings you began during the session if they are not fin-

ished, or do more if they are not.   

Try photographing your paintings and then turn them to greyscale. What do you 

notice about the values in your work.  

If you use Pinterest you might like to begin some boards about colour.   

You might like to collect items with colours you like, or photographs of colours that 

appeal to you.  



 

 

 

 

Express Yourself with Colour 

Reflections: 

What did you find interesting or exciting from the colour mixing exercises? 

What have you learnt from this exercise about the qualities that are important 

to you in your use of colour?   

How easy or difficult did you find the exercise?  What were you telling yourself 

as you were completing it?  

Look at some of your existing work. What do you notice about how you have 

been using colour?   

Are there colour combinations that you repeat? Are there colours that you 

don’t use? What do you find yourself strongly drawn to? 

Are there now new ways to use colour that you wan to bring into your work.  

Notice anything in your internal dialogue as you engage with this process that 

is helpful and supportive or critical .  

Has this exercise raised any questions to bring to the coaching session on 

Wednesday? 

 

 


